Abstract This paper investigates the usability of spring which exhibit nonlinear force-deflection characteristic in the area of mathematical modeling of vehicle crash. We present a method which allows us to obtain parameters of the spring-mass model basing on the fullscale experimental data analysis. Since vehicle collision is a dynamic event, it involves such phenomena as rebound and energy dissipation. Three different spring unloading scenarios (elastic, plastic, and elasto-plastic) are covered and their suitability for vehicle collision simulation is evaluated. Subsequently we assess which of those models fits the best to the real car's behavior not only in terms of kinematic responses but also in terms of energy distribution.
Car manufacturers are obliged to perform variety of crash tests for every new type of car which is going to appear on the roads. However, such experiments, as one can easily assess, are complex and complicatedthere are needed appropriate facilities, data acquisition systems, qualified staff-not to mention completely destroyed car. What is more, there is a long way to go from the design stage to the final prototype. For that reason, to verify whether a vehicle satisfies the initial safety requirements, such an expensive test has to been conducted in different car design phases. Therefore it is advisable to establish a vehicle crash model and use its results instead of a full-scale experiment measurements to predict car's behavior during a collision.
Nowadays, we can distinguish two main approaches in this area. The first one utilizes finite element method (FEM) software: car's model is created in computeraided design (CAD) program and subsequently mesh is applied to it, structural parameters are assigned and impact conditions are specified. The second method is called lumped parameter modeling (LPM). It consists in formulating equations of motion of viscoelastic systems (arrangements of springs, dampers and masses in different configurations) and solving them to precisely determine models' responses. There is a number of methods which can be applied to assess parameters of such models (stiffness, damping) basing on the real crash data. One of them is fitting the real car's displacement to the models' responses-see [1, 2] , and [3] .
Because of the fact that crash pulse is a complex signal, it is justified to simplify it. One solution for this is covered in [4] . Wavelet-based approximation of the crash pulse can be used to perform its analysis: accuracy of this method is very good. References [5, 6] , and [7] talk over commonly used ways of describing a collision, e.g., investigation of tire marks or the crash energy approach.
Vehicle crash investigation is an area of up-to-date technologies application. References [8, 9] , and [10] discuss usefulness of such developments as neural networks or fuzzy logic in the field of modeling of crash events. Those two intelligent technologies have extremely high potential for creation of vehicle collision dynamic models and their parameters establishmente.g., in [11] the values of spring stiffnesses and damping coefficients for LPM were determined by the use of radial basis artificial neural network and the responses generated by such models were compared with the ones obtained via analytical solutions. Fuzzy logic together with neural networks and image processing have been employed in [12] to estimate the total deformation energy released during a collision.
In the most recent scope of research concerning crashworthiness it is to define a dynamic vehicle crash model which parameters will be changing according to the changeable input (e.g., initial impact velocity). One of such trials is presented in [13]-a nonlinear occupant model is established and scheduling variable is defined to formulate linear parametrically varying model. In addition to this work, in [14] one can find a complete derivation of vehicle collision mathematical models composed of springs, dampers and masses with piecewise nonlinear characteristics of springs and dampers. What is also relevant to the topic of this paper, is the methodology included in [15] . Comparative analysis of vehicle collision models established using so called response surface methodology (RSM) and radial basis functions (RBF) is shown there. The obtained results have confirmed that RSM is able to produce good approximation models for energy absorption, however, in the case of peak acceleration, RBF is found to generate better models than RSM based on the same number of response samples.
As in the case of a vehicle crash simulation, here we can also distinguish two main ways of examining the occupant behavior during an impact. Reference [16] focuses on finding the relationship between the car's damage and occupant injuries. On the other hand, [17] employs FEM software to closely study the crash severity of particular body parts.
What plays an important role in increasing traffic safety, is also investigation of pedestrian safety and modeling accidents in which those vulnerable road users are involved. Reference [18] investigates heterogeneity of pedestrians injuries. A mixed logit model has been applied in this research. It allowed to determine what the relationships are between crash severity of pedestrians and their unobservable features, like physical health, strength and behavior. It is of key importance to relate crash occurrence with roadway design features too. In [19] , a multivariate Poisson-lognormal specification is presented, that simultaneously models crash counts by injury severity. The results of such approach are useful for recommendations for highway safety treatments and design policies.
The main contribution of this paper is the evaluation of the presented methods with the full-scale experimental data. We show that even the basic spring-mass model can give us reliable and reasonable results if we only manipulate its stiffness in the unloading phase. Application of the spring which has a nonlinear forcedeflection characteristic is a considerable improvement to the vehicle crash mathematical model. Establishment of parameters of an elasto-plastic spring allows us to assess that the mid-speed vehicle to pole collision can be satisfactorily represented just by the spring with plastic unloading properties.
In this paper, we present an analysis of the vehicle crash event by introducing the energy concept. We investigate a simple spring-mass model with different unloading scenarios. The data used by us has been taken from the full-scale experiment elaborated in [20] . By integrating the measured acceleration in the time interval corresponding to the collision duration, we obtain the reference car's displacement. Then we establish our model's spring stiffnesses for loading and three unloading cases. By doing so we are able to simulate behavior of elastic, plastic and elasto-plastic spring. For each of those models, we calculate the total crash energy and determine their kinematic responses (acceleration, velocity and displacement) as well as plot their force-deflection characteristics. In the end, we present conclusions concerning application of different loading and unloading stiffness of spring in the simple spring-mass model.
Spring-mass model
Scheme of this system is shown in Fig. 1 . Its motion is a nondecayed oscillatory one (sinusoidal) because there is no damping in it. Let us define the following notation:
• k -spring stiffness (N/m) • m -mass (kg)
• v -initial impact velocity (m/s) • α -model's displacement (m).
